Radio-frequency heating of the cornea: theoretical model and in vitro experiments.
We present a theoretical model for the study of cornea heating with radio-frequency currents. This technique is used to reshape the cornea to correct refractive disorders. Our numerical model has allowed the study of the temperature distributions in the cornea and to estimate the dimensions of the lesion. The model incorporates a fragment of cornea, aqueous humor, and the active electrode placed on the cornea surface. The finite element method has been used to calculate the temperature distribution in the cornea by solving a coupled electric-thermal problem. We analyzed by means of computer simulations the effect of: a) temperature influence on the tissue electrical conductivity; b) the dispersion of the biological characteristics; c) the anisotropy of the cornea thermal conductivity; d) the presence of the tear film; and e) the insertion depth of the active electrode in the cornea, and the results suggest that these effects have a significant influence on the temperature distributions and thereby on the lesion dimensions. However, the cooling of the aqueous humor in the endothelium or the realistic value of the cornea curvature did not have a significant effect on the temperature distributions. An experimental model based on the lesions created in rabbit eyes has been used in order to compare the theoretical and experimental results. There is a tendency toward the agreement between experimental and theoretical results, although we have observed that the theoretical model overestimates the lesion dimension.